
CHAPTERS 

MALE ASSESSMENT OF WOMEN'S ROLE 

Ethos of separate worlds for men and women not only permeates politics but also pre

vents women from entering into such arena. Politics is supposed to be masculine and 

'unwomanly'. In rural society where value system is relatively more stringent, it is grossly 

unpalatable that family women would be meeting , communicating with cross section of peo

ple, visiting government offices, concerning and addressing on social issues and becoming 

political decision makers. Thus given the subordinate po~ition, rigid culturally defined attitude 

and worlds, almost perpetual seclusion from political world, acquiring a position of eminem~e 

~md leadership in politics seems, in a sense, a paradox. Critically important also is the fa~t that 

struggle for valuable but scare rural political power cake was thus far confined only among 

men and now statutory compulsion has extended it over to both men and women . As such 

males, at least legally, have been deprived of 113 seats and posts not to any potential adversary 

but ironically to a group they wish to regard as their appendage. So stubborn male's denigra

tion somewhere is not without a context 1• 

With the statutory reservation women encroach on the 'male domain' of politics and one 

of the fundamental frames is the nature of reception by the males. In. earlier Chapters we have 

noted male's reaction to women entry to PR. To supplement, it has also been documented 2 for 

Kamataka women panchayats that they were disallowed raising questions, told to shut their 

mouth up because they were naive, illiterate and uncivilise. If ever they dared talking in meet-

. ing it became scoffing public gossip. They were publicly mocked at for minor mistakes such as 

pronounCing 'forum' for quorum. In short, if domestication is the only option, public exposure 

so scare and male ideology so desultory- women are likely to find themselves obfuscated in 

any outside public role performance. 

The state, community and family are immediate interacting arenas and not rarely they 

resist, for their own cause and interest, the direction of others. The reservation policy of the 

state has found, at least in present times, renitence of the community and family . Thus the 

receptivity of the community and conduciveness of the family become highly significant for 

culmination ofthe desired direction. 

As noted in Chapter 4 we have total 42 male respondents to get first hand information 

how male ruminate women's entry and evaluate their panchayat role performance. This assess

ment is believed to be eye opener for various reasons. It would indicate the milieu in which 

/.For years women members of Parliament even collectively can not compel passing of Women's Reserva

tion Bill which will confer 113 seats in legislatures. That males are reluctant to release their stranglehold over 

higher level of political power has now been exposed. 

2. /SST 1994. Melafor Women in PR. A Report. Banga/ore,: 
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women.·are-to·operate, pointto m~st intransigent hurdles or otherwise fo-~ women panchaya,t. 

In ·contrast to' traditional undervaluation, it. may bring out whether. there. is ~y c~ange in -

perception as to the acceptance of women in sociopolitical spheres. Male judgement, :though 

value laden, may also disclose some critical underpinning which might escape attention from . 

-the women themselves. 

As to the socio economic background of male respondents it may be noted that all are 

more than 30 years of age, majority have education up to class XII, 38% have service occupa

tion and 26% each have agriculture and business occupation. The Chairpersons among them 

have some distinctive features- majority (75%) having older age of 40+, none has low educa

tion, 50% have non agricultural occupation and 38% each have land holding of2.4 and. 6+acre. 

Ih this chapter we briefly narrate the political position of women as has been assessed bi 
our male respondents. In Section 1 the views of males as to women's social position and in 

Section 2 their political roles in panchayats are discussed. An att_erript is also made to relate 

responses of general males and male Chairpersons in Section 3. 

1. SOCIAL POSITION OF WOMEN 

Information evoked to locate Qverall women's position in society - that is whether they 

ate domestic labour or equal partner in every respect- indicate the general trend of egalitarian 

social position. Majority of the males regard women not to be confined to domesticity. How

ever, still a portion, more of Chairpersons, holds that home is the preordained destiny of 

women. 

Table No. 8:1 

Response to the query " Women are solely responsible for family disputes" 

Agree Partially Agree Uncertain Disagree Total 

Genaral Males 2 14 2 16 34 

ChairJ>erson -- 3 -- 5 8 

Total 2 (4.8) 17 (40.4) 2 (4.8) 21 (50.0) 42 (I 00) 

As to the views of males whether they regard women as trouble makers in family, they 

are almost divided. Half of them not to accuse women for domestic troubles between or 

among brothers, husband, mother and wives. Still not less then 45% believe otherwise imply

ing that women are trouble makers (Table 8: I) 
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Table No. 8:2 

Responses to the Query " For PR roles women are not attending to family affairs. 

like earlier occasions" 

Strongly Agree Partially· Uncertain Disagree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree Disagree 

General Male -- 4 9 -- 12 9 34 

Chairperson -- -- 5 -- 1 2 8 

Total -- 4(9.4) 14(33.3) -- 13(31.0) 11(26.2) 42(100) 

Whenever women take up PR roles seriously some oversight in family responsibilities 

will only be inevitable especially without helping hands. Though the male opinions are devided, 

Table No. 8:2 confirms that women have taken up PR roles arduously and for it they are 

susceptible to male apprehension. 

Table No. 8:3 

Responses to the query " Women are not obeying\decisions like earlier" 

Strongly Agree Partially Uncertain Disagree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree Disagree 

General Male 2 2 11 I 10 8 34 

Chairperson -- -- 6 -- 1 1 8 

Total 2(5.9) 2(5.9) 17(33.4) 1(2.9) 11(29.4) 9(23.5) 42(100) 

With outside involvment or roles one dimension of social change is likely to replace 

subservient attitude of most obedient servant by asserive one. The trend ( Table 8:3) is that 

women are not taking everything granted and beginning to be assertive. 

Males uniformly inform about no family troubles for women's political 

preoccupations. This conforms to responses of women themselves and our conviction that 

family trouble is less likely when womeri are inducted by families themselves. 

2. ON PR PROCESS 

No male ridicules reservation policy for women and majority accept it in its present 

format. However, a porti.on (36%) finds justification for increasing propqrtion of seats for 

women for reasons like their long under representation, noteworthy role performance, dedica

tion and sincerity compared to some male members even. 
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Table N9. 8:4 . 
Response to the query" 1/3 reservation is a big concession and hastily taken" 

.Agree Partially· Uncertain Disagree Total 

Agree 

General Maie 4 9 2 19 34 

Chairperson -- 3 -- 5 8 

Total 4(9.5) 12(28.6) 2(4.8) 24(57.1) 42(100) 

Inspite of their earlier supportive view for reservation responses get modified in next 

"cross check" question (Table 8:4). 38% wish to regard it as a big chunk and given h_astily. 

General Male 

Chairperson 

Total 

Table No. 8:5 

"WhyWomenjoinPR" 

For Reservation For Party 

9 7 

3 2 

12 (28.6) 9 (21.4)) 

By Own Right Total 

18 34 

3 8 

21(50.0) 42(100) 

If reservation policy is supportive logical corollary should be that women are in PR on 

their own right. To some extent it is corroborated by Table 8:5, though less from Chairper

sons. 29% still hold that women are only filling reserved seats. 

Males overwhelmingly note that women have joined PR with the initiative of parties. 

· Earlier some women informed about their own initiative in contesting PR election and it is also 

supported by 29% male respondents. 

Cooperation in the form of advice and guidance of males is found forthcoming espe

cially from Chairpersons. Only one GP Chairperson· gives no such advice. It dose not anyway 

imply non-cooperation. To him women are sufficiently capable and need no advice. 

Table No 8:6 

Male advices on PR affairs are 

e. 
Accpted Partially Accepted Refused Total 

General Male 8 26. 34 

Chairperson 2 5 -- '7 
Total 10(24.4) 31(75.6) -- 41(100) 
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Advice is earnestly desirable at least for the beginners but it would also men end of the 
. ' . . A. . 

road if it is ·mandatory or totally assented. It is found (Table 8:6) that male respondents findno 

one refusing such advice and for the notable nlimber (24%) it is said to be totally accepted. 

To have idea about their cognition how they react if their advice, so tendered, is ~ot fully 
. . . 

complied with as in partial acceptance, they inform that they would concede the option for 

women. But more Chairpersons would press for. total acceptance of such advice. 

Women are believed to be more or less conversant with panchayat rules and responsi

bilities. But 1/4 Chairperson find them faultering in this front. 

Table No. 8:7 

Response to the query" Women are taking interest in solving local disputes" 

Agree Uncertain Dis agee Total 

General Male 22 2 12 34 

Chairperson 7 - 1 8 

Total 29 (69.0) 2 (4.8) 13(26.2) 42(100) 

As to the informal participation of women majority male give credit to them for taking 

interest and effective performance in mediation oflacallevel disputes (except land.) 

· (Table 8:7) 

Unanimously they assert that political parties lose nothing in electing so large number of 

women. It suggests new amplitude of political acceptance of women and emergence of new 

breed ofleadership for mobilisation of that section that has remained unacc.essiblefor males so 

far. Another unanimity is that shaky start for women here and there is bound to improve with 

the passage of time and experience. 

However, from the villagers it is also gathered that somewhere women members are 
·' 

preferred by villagers because males - service holders in particular - are not always available 

and also because males are relatively difficult to be convinced about their points and demands. 

Somewhere women are also being avoided by villagers for they are not quite able to act 

instantly for not being well versed with all the rules and procedures. In the literature there are 

instances galore where because of cultural values males are only preferred. In our case such 

stigma is mostly unfounded. Gender discrimination undermining women as inapt is not palpa

ble here. Instead, the consideration of availability and ability to deliver demands have'become 

prime consideration for whom to approach and for what. 
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Table No 8:8 

Response to the query " Womenperfotrn~ce in PR is satisfactory " -

Agree Partially Agree Uncertain Disagee Total 

General Male · 16 .. - 16 1 '. 1 34 

Chairperson 3 5 - - 8 

Total 19(45.2) 21 (50.0) 1 (2.4). 1(2A) -. 42(100) 

As to the question of women's overall role. in PR information in Table 8:8 disclose that 

their performance is, nonetheless, inspiriting even though 50% oftotal and 63% of Chairper

son rate it partially successful which is less than complete concurrence. But considering their 

first ever entry this rating is definitely not despairing. 

If performance is satisfactory their candidatures are likely to be suppported. Males will 

have no hesitation in backing such candidatures up in future election. 

3. RESPONSES OF CHAIRPERSONS 

Panchayat chairpersons are important leaders in party hierarchy and direct observers of 

decision-making role of the women. If the responses of chairpersons and other males are 

compa:ed and analysed seperately certain signifieant dimensions seen evident. To the larger 

extent comparatively Chairpersons favour women's confinement in domestic domain 

(10%more), critical (40%more) about unattentiveness to domestic responsibility and wom

en's present defient nature. Larger portion of chairpersons regards 1/3 reservation a big con

cession, women filling resetved seats only, women less conversant with PR rules arid to the 

lesser extent hold women's performence truely satisfactory. 

Relatively theirrevelations are conservative in social sphere and close guarded in polt~tical 

aspects. Being dominant both politically and administratively one likely implication is that 

women members are to operate in somewhat orthodox setting which might act as a deterrant. 

Having higher eduaction than other males, probable explanation may be their older age. Older 

age mentality with traditional values, long experience in party p!atform dominated by ,male 

ideology or closer look at role performance of women may have made them skeptic. 

SUMMARY 

From subserviency to the position of eminence is a long drawn proecess especially when 

"recognition is a hard fought battle whe11:1 one is among excluded". Inspite of some limitation 

of the data, women are gradually being accepted as equal partner and accorded social recog

nition for political roles. Reservation provision seems endorsed more in 113 form~ I:~mily 

cooperation and assisstance from male PR colleague are by and large forthcoming. Their 

performance admittedly is encouraging including at informal levels. However, compared to 

general males Chairpersons are not so upright about women's socio political efficacy. 


